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Abstract
We determine the νR Majorana mass matrix from the experimen-
tal data on neutrino oscillations in the framework of a see-saw SO(10)
model, where we impose the condition (MR)33 = 0 to avoid too large
fine-tunings in the see-saw formula. We find a class of solutions with
the two lowest neutrino masses almost degenerate and the scale of
the matrix elements of MR in the range 1011 − 1012 GeV in agree-
ment with Pati-Salam intermediate symmetry. We find also solutions
with smaller neutrino masses, for which the scale of MR depends on
the solution to the ”solar neutrino problem” and on the value of the
component of νe along the highest mass eigenstate, Ue3.
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1 Introduction
The evidence in favour of oscillations[1] of solar[2] and atmospheric [3] neutri-
nos with square mass differences orders of magnitude smaller than the square
masses of the other fermions strongly supports SO(10) gauge unification[4],
where the see-saw mechanism[5] naturally accounts for this large mass gap.
In this framework it is important to establish the order of magnitude of the
elements of the νR’s Majorana mass matrix,which is related to the scale of
the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the SO(10) generator, B - L [6].
In the following section we shall show the uncertainties for the νL effective
Majorana mass matrix,which follow not only from the presence of different
solutions to the ”solar neutrino problem”[7], but also from not knowing the
mass of the lightest neutrino mass eigenstate and the relative sign of the three
mass eigenvalues. We shall also show that an expansion in the eigenvalues
of the Dirac neutrino mass matrix, assumed to be hierarchically ordered ac-
cording to the family as the other fermions, is unable to reproduce with the
first two terms the phenomenological properties of the νL effective Majorana
mass-matrix, if small mixing angles for the Dirac mass matrices are assumed
for leptons in analogy with what we know about the CKM matrix[8] for
quarks.
This fact motivates us to take in the third section a vanishing value for MR33,
[9][10][11]. Within the simplifying assumption of a trivial mixing matrix for
the Dirac leptons, we are able to implement that condition for all the differ-
ent solutions of the ”solar neutrino problem”. In most cases we find solutions
with the two lower masses almost degenerate and at the order of magnitude
of the highest one and with the highest matrix element of MR,MR23, in the
range 1011 − 1012 GeV in good agreement with the scale of the spontaneous
breaking of B-L, 2.7 · 1011 GeV [12] in the model with SU(4)xSU(2)xSU(2)
[13] intermediate symmetry.We find also solutions with the two lower masses
at the order
√
∆m2sun and in that case the order of magnitude of the largest
matrix element of MR depends on the solution to the ”solar neutrino prob-
lem” and on the value of Ue3.
Finally we give our conclusions.
2 The effective νL Majorana mass matrix.
The experimental information from solar and atmospheric neutrinos is such
to ”almost” allow a model-independent determination of the neutrino mass
matrix, within the hypothesis of the existence of only the three active Ma-
jorana neutrinos and CP symmetry. The second hypothesis is expected to
be at most an approximation, since CP violation in the neutral kaon system
most probably comes from a phase in the CKM matrix, as is confirmed by
the indication of a large CP-violating asymmetry in the J/ψKS [14] chan-
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nel, and a similar phase may be present in the lepton sector, for which, with
Majorana neutrinos, two other CP-violating phases are also allowed.
The incompleteness in the determination of the neutrino mass matrix
arises from the following facts:
i) Up to now there is only an upper limit for |Ue3|2(≤ .05) [15][16].
ii) Oscillations depend on ∆m2’s and cannot by themselves determine the
masses of the neutrino eigenstates.
iii) There are sign ambiguities in the mass-eigenvalues.
Moreover there are five solutions [7] of the “neutrino solar problem” with
the oscillation parameters reported in Table I.
Scenario ∆m
2
s
eV 2
sin2(2θs) C.L.
LMA 2.7 ·10−5 0.79 68 %
SMA 5.0 ·10−6 0.72 ·10−2 64 %
LOW 1.0 ·10−7 0.91 83%
V ACS 6.5 ·10−11 0.72 90 %
V ACL 4.4 ·10−10 0.90 95 %
Table I
For atmospheric neutrino oscillations the relevant parameters are [3]:
∆m2a ≃ 3.5 · 10−3(eV )2 sin2(2θa) ≃ 1 (2.1)
We shall use this information to determine the effective νL Majorana mass
matrix.
By assuming CP symmetry, which implies a real symmetric 3×3 Majorana
neutrino mass matrix ML :
ML = (mij)i,j=1,2,3
= Σ |mi > mi < mi| (2.2)
where the eigenvalues mi are real, not necessarily positive, numbers.
Our convention is
|m3| > |m2| > |m1| (2.3)
and we may take m3 > 0, since an overall change of sign of M
L has no
physical consequences.
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We define
|m3 > = sinψ|νe > +cosψ(cos θ|νµ > + sin θ|ντ >)
|m2 > = − sinχ|v1 > +cosχ|v2 >
|m1 > = cosχ|v1 > + sinχ|v2 > (2.4)
where
|v1 > = cosψ|νe > − sinψ(cos θ|νµ > + sin θ|ντ >)
|v2 > = − sin θ|νµ > +cos θ|ντ > (2.5)
The difference m23 − m21 has to be identified with ∆m2a, while for ∆m2s one
has two options, either m23 − m22 or m22 − m21. The current interpretation
of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly due to a practically maximal mixing
between νµ and ντ , with νe playing a marginal role, would imply with the
first choice having νe components almost completely along the two nearly
degenerate higher-mass eigenstates. Since this situation is unnatural in the
SO(10) framework, which we will describe in the second part of this paper,we
take the option ∆m2s = m
2
2 −m21.
From eqs. 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5, it is easy to get:
m11 = m3 sin
2 ψ +m2 sin
2 χ cos2 ψ +m1 cos
2 χ cos2 ψ
m22 = m3 cos
2 θ cos2 ψ + cos2 θ sin2 ψ(m2 sin
2 χ+m1 cos
2 χ)
+ sin2θ(m2 cos
2 χ+m1 sin
2 χ)− sin 2θ sin 2χsinψ
2
(m2 −m1)
m33 = m3 sin
2 θ cos2 ψ + sin2θ sin2 ψ(m2 sin
2 χ +m1 cos
2 χ) (2.6)
+ cos2 θ(m2 cos
2 χ+m1 sin
2 χ) + sin 2θ sin 2χ
sinψ
2
(m2 −m1)
m12 = cosψ
[
sinψ cos θ(m3 −m2 sin2 χ−m1 cos2 χ)
+ sin θ
sin 2χ
2
(m2 −m1)
]
m13 = cosψ
[
sinψ sin θ(m3 −m2 sin2 χ−m1 cos2 χ)
− cos θ sin 2χ
2
(m2 −m1)
]
m23 =
sin 2θ
2
[
m3 cos
2 ψ −m2 cos2 χ−m1 sin2 χ
+ sin2 ψ(m2 sin
2 χ+m1 cos
2 χ)
]
+ cos 2θ
sin 2χ
2
sinψ(m2 −m1)
The angles θ and χ should be identified with the mixing angles for atmo-
spheric and solar neutrino oscillations, respectively. The experimental value
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found for the atmospheric neutrino oscillations, sin2 2θa ≃ 1, and the upper
limit on |Ue3|2 imply θ = π4 and a small value for sinψ.
With hierarchical neutrino masses
m3 >> |m2| >> |m1| (2.7)
one has
m23 ≃ ∆m2a
m22 ≃ ∆m2s (2.8)
and by taking ψ = 0 for the contributions proportional to m2 and neglecting
|m1| <<
√
∆m2s, one gets:
ML =
m3
2
cos2 ψ


2 tanψ2
√
2 tanψ
√
2 tanψ√
2 tanψ 1 1√
2 tanψ 1 1,


+
m2
2
cos2 χ


2 tan2 χ
√
2 tanχ −√2 tanχ√
2 tanχ 1 −1
−√2 tanχ −1 1,

 . (2.9)
We now consider the possibility, often advocated, that the two lower masses
are almost degenerate and larger than
√
∆m2s, but smaller than
√
∆m2a [9]
[10] [11]. In that case, one has still ∆m2a = m
2
3, but we can neglect ∆m
2
sun
with respect to m21 and m
2
2. The first term in eq. 2.9 remains the same, while
the other one takes a different form, depending on the relative sign of m2
and m1.We will consider m1m2 < 0, since this assumption will be necessary
in the following and get
m2 cos 2χ
2


1
√
2 tan 2χ −√2 tan 2χ√
2 tan 2χ 1 −1
−√2 tan 2χ −1 1,

 (2.10)
Again for the term proportional tom2 in eq. 2.10 we made the approximation
to take ψ = 0.
We now consider the possibility advocated by Georgi and Glashow [17],
with the motivation of having a sizeable neutrino contribution to the hot dark
matter, of almost degenerate square masses for the neutrinos, larger than
their differences. We have four options, according to the relative signs of the
mi’s. By taking again m1 < 0 < m2 and ψ = 0 for the part proportional to
∆m2a, we get :
ML = m3 cos
2 χ


tan2 χ− 1 √2 cosψ tanχ −√2 cosψ tanχ√
2 cosψ tanχ 1 tan2 χ
−√2 cosψ tanχ tan2 χ 1,


4
+ m3 cos
2 χ sinψ


0
√
2 cosψ
√
2 cosψ√
2 cosψ −2 tanχ 0√
2 cosψ 0 2 tanχ,


+ 2m3 cos
2 χsin2ψ

 1 0 00 −1
2
−1
2
0 −1
2
−1
2
,


+
∆m2a cos 2χ
4m3


2 −√2 tan 2χ −√2 tan 2χ
−√2 tan 2χ 1 1
−√2 tan 2χ 1 1,

 . (2.11)
Let us consider
mνeνe = m3(− cos 2χ+ 2 cos2 χ sin2 ψ
+ sin2 χ
∆m2s
2m23
+
∆m2a
2m23
cos2 χ) (2.12)
for which there is an experimental upper limit coming from the study of
neutrinoless double beta-decay |mνeνe| < .2 eV [19]. To get the cancellation
between − cos 2χ and 2 cos2 χ sin 2ψ, χ should be near to π
4
, more precisely :
sin2 ψ =
tan2 χ− 1
2
(2.13)
But the r.h.s. of eq. 2.13 takes at least the central value .22 (for sin2 2θs =
.91), larger than the upper limit for sin2 ψ, which implies [18]
|m3| ≃ | mνeνe
2 cos2 χ sin2 ψ − cos 2χ | ≤ .85eV (2.14)
The situation is similar for the case with m1 > 0 > m2. In conclusion many
options are open for the neutrino mass matrix and even an exact determi-
nation of the mixing matrix and of the square mass differences is unable to
resolve the ambiguity associated to the value of |m1| and to the relative signs
of the masses [20].Also the same Majorana mass matrix for the νL’s may be
obtained with different choices of the Dirac lepton matrices and of MR.
It has been suggested since a long time [21] that the peculiar proper-
ties of neutrino mixing, almost maximal for atmospheric, rather large for all
the solutions to the “solar neutrino problem”, except the MSW small an-
gle solution, should be related to the fact that, differently from the case for
the charged fermions, their masses arise from the see-saw mechanism [5].The
later has the indisputable merit of providing a reason for the small value
of the neutrino masses, especially in the framework of SO(10) unified theo-
ries, which predict the existence of left-handed antineutrinos with Majorana
masses related to the spontaneous breaking of B − L symmetry [6].
Unified SO(10) theories are suitable for the study of fermion masses as
all the fermions of one family belong to a single representation, the spinorial
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16 [4]. Indeed, by classifying the Higgs doublet responsible for the break-
ing of the electroweak symmetry in the vector representation (10), one ob-
tains,together with the celebrated( but actually not so successfull) relation-
ship [22],
mτ
mb
(unification) = 1 (2.15)
while the analogous relationship, mντ
mt
(unification) = 1, is turned by the see-
saw mechanism into the intriguing prediction of very small neutrino masses.
To correct mµ
ms
= me
md
= 1, some component of the electroweak Higgs, at least
along the 126, should be introduced [23]
(16× 16)S = 126 + 10
(16× 16)A = 120 (2.16)
Without adopting a particular scheme, we shall limit ourselves to assume
that the Dirac neutrino mass matrix, once diagonalized by the biunitary
transformation, gives rise to a hierarchical relationship for the elements of
the diagonal matrix similar to that existing for the other fermions, and the
matrix corresponding to the CKM, which gives the misalignment with the
corresponding leptons, has small non diagonal matrix elements.
ML = −mD(MR)−1(mD)T
mD = ULmdiagU
+
R (2.17)
with
mdiag = diag(µ1, µ2, µ3) (2.18)
and we assume µ1 << µ2 << µ3. From eqs. 2.17 it is easy to derive:
ML = −ULmdiag U+R (MR)−1 U⋆Rmdiag UTL (2.19)
which is simplified by defining
N˜ = U+R M
R−1 U⋆R (2.20)
into
ML = −ULmdiag N˜ mdiag UTL (2.21)
With our hypothesis of CP conservation, UR and UL are, in fact, real orthog-
onal matrices and N˜ is symmetric real. We may develope ML as a quadratic
form in the µi’s:
−MLℓℓ′ = (UL)ℓ3(UL)ℓ′3N˜33µ23
+ ((UL)ℓ2(UL)ℓ′3 + (UL)ℓ3(UL)ℓ′2)N˜23µ2µ3
+ (UL)ℓ2(UL)ℓ′2N˜22µ
2
2 + · · · (2.22)
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Should the matrix elements of N˜ be of the same order, it would be a
reasonable approximation to take only the terms proportional to µ23, which
would give for −ML the expression:
N˜33µ
2
3

 (UL)
2
13 (UL)13(UL)23 (UL)13(UL)33
(UL)13(UL)23 (UL)
2
23 (UL)23(UL)33
(UL)13(UL)33 (UL)23(UL)33 (UL)
2
33

 (2.23)
The matrix defined by eq. 2.23 should have eigenvalues µ23 N˜33, correspond-
ing to the eigenvector 
 U13U23
U33

 , (2.24)
and twice the eigenvalue 0. The eigenvector in eq. 2.24 should be identified
with: 
 sinψcosψ cos θ
cosψ sin θ

 , (2.25)
which, for θ = π
4
, has almost equal second and third components, implying
U23 ≃ U33, in disagreement with our assumption that the mixing angles of
Dirac neutrinos with the corresponding leptons are small.
Let us consider also the term proportional to µ2 µ3, and, for brevity,
define:
M = N˜33 µ
2
3
M˜ = N˜23 µ2µ3. (2.26)
In such a case, the neutrino mass matrix would be:
M

 (UL)
2
13 (UL)13(UL)23 (UL)13(UL)33
(UL)13(UL)23 (UL)
2
23 (UL)23(UL)33
(UL)13(UL)33 (UL)23(UL)33 (UL)
2
33


(2.27)
+ M˜

 2(UL)13(UL)12 (UL)13(UL)22 + (UL)12(UL)23 (UL)12(UL)33 + (UL)13(UL)32(UL)13(UL)22 + (UL)12(UL)23 2(UL)22(UL)23 (UL)22(UL)33 + (UL)23(UL)32
(UL)12(UL)33 + (UL)13(UL)32 (UL)22(UL)33 + (UL)23(UL)32 2(UL)32(UL)33


which has a vanishing eigenvalue and the other two given by:
M ±
√
M2 + 4M˜2
2
(2.28)
By taking M positive, one should identify
∆m2a =
1
4
[M +
√
M2 + 4M˜2]2, (2.29)
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while for ∆m2s (<< ∆m
2
a ) one should have
∆m2s =
1
4
[
√
M2 + 4M˜2 −M ]2 (2.30)
∆m2s
∆m2a
≃ ∆m
2
s∆m
2
a
(∆m2a)
2 + (∆m2s)
2
=
2M˜4
2M4 + 8M˜2M2 + 4M˜4
≃
(
M˜
M
)4
(2.31)
In the most favourable case, large angle MSW, it would give:
(
M˜
M
)
=
(
1.6 · 10−5
3.5 · 10−3
) 1
4
∼ 1
3.8
(2.32)
Let us see how large the non-diagonal matrix elements of UL should be
in order to give rise to a neutrino mass matrix, which has the property of
having almost equal matrix elements in 22 and 33 positions.We should have
M (UL)
2
23 + 2M˜ (UL)23(UL)22 =M(UL)
2
33 + 2M˜(UL)33(UL)32 (2.33)
which is impossible to obtain with small values of the non-diagonal matrix
elements, since
(UL)23(M(UL)23 + 2M˜(UL)22) << (UL)33(M(UL)33 + 2M˜(UL)32) (2.34)
So the expansion with only the two terms is not able to reproduce a neutrino
mass matrix consistent with the experimental information. Therefore, we
must now consider further terms, i.e., those proportional to µ22 and to µ1µ3.
If we define:
σ = N˜22 µ
2
2
τ = N˜13 µ1 µ3 (2.35)
in the limit (UL)ij = δij , we would just find the matrix proposed by Stech[10]

 0 0 τ0 σ µ
τ µ M

 (2.36)
which, to reproduce the maximal mixing for νµ and ντ , requires the equal-
ity of the terms proportional to µ22 and µ
2
3, respectively.
From this discussion it follows that the term proportional to µ23 does not
play a dominant role in the effective νL Majorana mass matrix not only with
respect to the one proportional to µ2 µ3, but also with respect to the one
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proportional to µ22.For a diagonal lepton Dirac matrix the term µ
2
3 appears
in the expression of MR33, multiplied by(M
L−1)33. So to reduce the contribu-
tion of µ23 we take a small value for (M
L−1)33.
In the following section we shall impose the vanishing of (ML
−1
)33 and con-
sequently of (MR)33 with a diagonal neutrino Dirac matrix given by:
mDν =
mτ
mb
diag(mu, mc, mt) (2.37)
3 See-Sawmodel in SO(10) with diagonal neu-
trino Dirac matrix and MR33 = 0
We have seen in the previous section thatML, derived from a Dirac neutrino
mass matrix with the properties of the quark mass matrix, hierarchical rela-
tionship for its eigenvalues and small mixing angles, is not dominated by the
term proportional to (mDντ )
2,which is as important as the term proportional
to (mDνµ)
2.A way to implement this property, the non-dominance of the term
proportional to (mDντ )
2, is found by considering the inverse of the first of eqs.
2.17:
MR = −mDν (ML)−1mDν . (3.1)
with mDν given by eq. 2.37:
(
mb
mτmu
)2(MR)11 = − 1
m1
cos2 ψ cos2 χ− 1
m2
cos2 ψ sin2 χ− 1
m3
sin2 ψ
(mb
mτ
)2
mumc
(MR)12 =
1√
2m1
cosψ cosχ(cosχ sinψ + sinχ)
− 1√
2m2
cosψ sinχ(cosχ− sinψ sinχ)− 1
2
√
2m3
sin(2ψ)
(mb
mτ
)2
mumt
(MR)13 =
1√
2m1
cosψ cosχ(cosχ sinψ − sinχ)
+
1√
2m2
cosψ sinχ(cosχ+ sinψ sinχ)− 1
2
√
2m3
sin(2ψ)
(
mb
mτmc
)2(MR)22 = − 1
2m1
(cosχ sinψ + sinχ)2 (3.2)
− 1
2m2
(cosχ− sinψ sinχ)2 − 1
2m3
cos2 ψ
(mb
mτ
)2
mcmt
(MR)23 =
1
2m1
(sin2 χ− cos2 χ sin2 ψ)
+
1
2m2
(cos2 χ− sin2 ψ sin2 χ)− 1
2m3
cos2 ψ
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(
mb
mτmt
)2(MR)33 = − 1
2m1
(sinχ− cosχ sinψ)2
− 1
2m2
(cosχ + sinχ sinψ)2 − 1
2m3
cos2 ψ
From eqs. 3.3, it is easy to see that
|(MR)11| <
(mτmu
mb
)2
|m1| (3.3)
which implies [24], in the absence of cancellations for (MR)33
1:
|(M
R)11
(MR)33
| ≃ 2m
2
u
m2t
≃ 2
(
8
3
MeV
180GeV
)2
≃ 4 · 10−10 (3.4)
To prevent the appearence of such unnatural small factor we impose the
vanishing of the r.h.s of last equation in 3.3:
(sinχ− cosχ sinψ)2
m1
+
(cosχ+ sinψ sinχ)2
m2
+
cos2 ψ
m3
= 0 (3.5)
which requires that not all the mi’s have the same sign and
m2b
m2τmcmt
(MR)23 =
sin 2χ sinψ
2
(
1
m1
− 1
m2
)
−(sinψ)2((cosχ)
2
m1
+
(sinχ)2
m2
)− (cosψ)
2
m3
(3.6)
By neglecting the terms proportional to powers of sinψ, we get
|(MR)23| ≤ 7 · 1011GeV (3.7)
as in [11].
With sinψ = 0, eqs. 3.3 read:
(
mb
mτmu
)2(MR)11 = − 1
m1
cos2 χ
(mb
mτ
)2
mumc
(MR)12 =
cosχ sinχ√
2
(
1
m1
− 1
m2
)
(mb
mτ
)2
mumt
(MR)13 =
cosχ sinχ√
2
(
1
m1
+
1
m2
) (3.8)
(
mb
mτmc
)2(MR)22 = − 1
2m1
sin2 χ− 1
2m2
cos2 χ− 1
2m3
(mb
mτ
)2
mcmt
(MR)23 =
1
2m1
sin2 χ +
1
2m2
cos2 χ− 1
2m3
(
mb
mτmt
)2(MR)33 = − 1
2m1
sin2 χ− 1
2m2
cos2 χ− 1
2m3
1Since the ratios of the quark masses have a negligeable dependence on the scale, we
can take the values given in [24]
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In order to get (MR)33 = 0, one should have
sin2 χ
m1
+
cos2 χ
m2
+
1
m3
= 0 (3.9)
We look for its solutions with mi ’s constrained by the relations:
m22 = m
2
1 +∆m
2
s
m23 = m
2
1 +∆m
2
a (3.10)
With this we do not want to impose that (MR)33 vanishes exactly. But, once
a solution with no large differences between the matrix elements of MR has
been found, we can allow for a value of (MR)33 of the same order of the other
matrix elements, with a small change for the left-handed neutrino Majorana
mass matrix.
It is obvious that to obey eq. 3.9 the mi ’s cannot have the same sign and,
as |m3| > |m2| > |m1|, m1 and m2 should have opposite signs.This fact has
been pointed out in [25]. From eq. 3.9 we get:
tan2 χ = −m1(m3 +m2)
m2(m3 +m1)
(3.11)
which,when |m2| << |m3| simplifies to
tan2 χ = −m1
m2
(3.12)
in agreement with the expectation that large mixing angles correspond to
almost degenerate masses of the mixed states [26]. One has another ap-
proximate solution with almost degenerate lightest neutrino mass eigenstates
(|m2| ≃ −m1 = m)
m = cos(2χ)m3 (3.13)
These approximate solutions correspond to exact solutions of eq. 3.9. In
fact, with equal signs for m2 and m3 we may write eq. 3.9 in the form
sinχ2 + cosχ2
m1
m2
+
m1
m3
= 0 (3.14)
which has one and only one solution for negative m1 since its l.h.s. is an
increasing function of m1 in the range (−∞, 0) varying from −2 cos2 χ to
sin2 χ 2. In the case of the same sign for m1 and m3 it is convenient to
rewrite eq. 3.9 in the form
2Notice that eqs. 3.10 imply that when |m1| goes to ∞ the ratios
∣∣∣m1
m2
∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣m1
m3
∣∣∣ go to
1.
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sin2 χ
m2
m1
+ cos2 χ+
m2
m3
= 0 (3.15)
With its l.h.s., in the range (−∞, −
√
∆m2s) for m2, going from −2(sin2 χ)
to −∞. But, if cos2 χ is sufficiently larger than sin2 χ, can reach positive
values, implying two solutions for eq. 3.9, approximately given by eqs. 3.12
and 3.13, respectively.
For the MSW solutions one has to take cos2 χ > sin2 χ and therefore one
has three solutions. For the vacuum solutions, which allows both signs for
cos(2χ), one has also a solution with sin2 χ > cos2 χ. We wish to extend the
previous analysis to consider non vanishing values of | sinψ| . In that case,
when
(sinχ− sinψ cosχ)2 > (cosχ + sinψ sinχ)2 (3.16)
one has only one solution of eq. 3.9; instead, when the r.h.s. of the inequality
3.16 is sufficiently larger than the l.h.s. + 1, there are two solutions. We have
performed a numerical study of the solutions of eq. 3.6 with | sinψ| = k(.075),
k=0,...,3. To get a general view of our solutions, we give in Table II, for each
solar neutrino oscillation scenario, the matrix where the smallest value for
the ratios of the moduli of non-vanishing matrix elements of MR (which
is, with the only exeption of VACL solution,
MR
11
MR
23
) takes the largest value
and the ones where the max (ie. highest) matrix element of MR takes the
smallest or largest value. From Table II we see that the matrices with smallest
excursion for their matrix element correspond to small values for m1
2 and to
ψ = 0, with the only exception of the LMW solution, where | sinψ| = 0.075.
The matrices with the smallest value of MR23 are found for the large m1
2
solutions. Finally the largest values of MR23 are found at the boundary of the
allowed values for ψ and in correspondence of the small m1
2 solutions. Since
our motivation for setting MR33 = 0 is also based on the demand of dealing
with MR matrices with not so disparate orders of magnitude for its matrix
elements, we favour small ψ and m1
2 choices (in particular, the small MSW
solution with the ratio between the smallest and the largest matrix elements
of MR given by 4.3 · 10−4 ). We never find neutrino masses large enough to
be of cosmological relevance. The maximum value found for
∑
i |mi| being
.6 eV, corresponding to the boundary of allowed values of the small angle
MSW solution.
4 Conclusions
The hypothesis of a vanishing MR33, assumed in[9][10][11] and here motivated
by the requirement of not having too large fine tunings in the see-saw formula
may be implemented in all five solutions to the ”solar neutrino problem”.In
general one has solutions with large ∼ (∆m2a) or small ∼ (∆m2s) for the
12
square mass of the lightest neutrino mass eigenstate. For large values of m21
the max matrix element of MR (MR23) has a value ∼ 7 · 1011 GeV, a scale
found in a recent work [11] and in agreement with the spontaneous scale of
B-L symmetry breaking found in a SO(10) model [12] with SU(4) x SU(2) x
SU(2) intermediate symmetry [13]. Moderate values for the matrix elements
of MR have been also found in [9] [10] and recently by Akhmedov, Branco
and Rebelo [27]. For small values for m21 one still finds the same order of
magnitude for the large angle MSW solution in the entire range of the allowed
values for ψ; the same happens for the other MSW solutions for ψ = 0. The
other MSW solutions correspond to larger values for the scales, especially for
the largest allowed values of | sinψ|. The solutions corresponding to small
m21 at ψ=0 have the appealing feature of having not too different orders of
magnitude for the matrix elements of MR.
Acknowledgements: One of us (F.B.) acknowledges G. Fiorentini for
interesting discussions.
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